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TURTLE TOUGH
Safety Precautions

DANGER


Before attempting to unpack, set up, or operate this
instrument, please read this entire manual.



Make certain the unit is disconnected from the power source
before attempting to service or remove any component.



Make certain the unit is disconnected from other sources of
force or pressure (for example, pneumatic or hydraulic),
before attempting to service or remove any component.



Failure to follow these precautions could result in personal
injury and damage to the equipment.

Disconnect electrical supply before
working on this equipment.
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General
This manual contains basic information to be noted during installation, operation and maintenance. It
is therefore essential that this manual be read by the contractor before installing and commissioning
the Black i2, as well as by the relevant operating personnel/owner of the unit. It must remain available
for reference at all times.
In addition to the general safety instructions under this main heading Safety Precautions, the special
safety precautions outlined in other sections must also be observed.

Warnings used in this Manual
This Manual contains vital information relating to the safety of people and the environment, the
analyser and any equipment attached. These statements are identified by the following symbols:

DANGER
Refers to an imminent danger. Non-compliance can lead to death or extremely
serious injury.

Danger

WARNING
Refers to a potential hazardous situation. Non-compliance can lead to death or
extremely serious injury.

Warning

CAUTION
Refers to a potential hazardous situation. Non-compliance can lead to minor
injury or property damage.

Caution

IMPORTANT or NOTICE
Appears in conjunction with safety instructions which may endanger the
analyser and its operation if disregarded.

Notice

IMPORTANT
Draws attention to supplementary information to make the work easier and
ensure trouble-free operation.

Important

Markings which are affixed directly to the equipment must be observed without
fail, and must remain fully legible at all times.

Qualification and Training of Personnel
The personnel employed for installation, operation, inspection, and maintenance, must be suitably
qualified for this work. The areas of responsibility, competence and supervision of the personnel must
be precisely defined by the owner. Personnel who do not have the required know-how must be trained
and instructed.
In addition, the owner of the system must ensure that the relevant personnel are fully familiar with
and have understood the contents of this Manual.
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Important Safety Instructions
When installing and using this electrical equipment, basic safety precautions should always be
observed, including the following:

NOTICE
Read and follow all instructions. Save these instructions.

Danger

WARNING
To reduce the risk of injury, do not permit children to use this product.

Warning

WARNING
Risk of Electric Shock. Connect only to a suitable isolated, hard wired electrical
outlet. It is recommended that the outlet is protected by an RCD (Residual
Current Detector) or is in any event in compliance with all local electrical
regulations. Do not bury electrical supply cable.

Electric Shock Hazard

WARNING
To reduce the risk of electric shock, replace damaged electrical cable
immediately.

Electric Shock Hazard

WARNING
To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not use an extension cable to connect
the unit to an electric supply; provide a properly located outlet.

Electric Shock Hazard
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Hazards due to Non-compliance
Failure to comply with the safety instructions may endanger not only people,
but also the environment and the unit.

Danger

The following hazards in particular may arise:
• Failure of major unit functions.
• Failure of specified methods for maintenance and repair.
• Danger to people due to electrical, mechanical and chemical effects.

Safe Operation
The safety instructions contained in this Manual must be observed. The owner
is responsible for ensuring compliance with local safety regulations.

Safety Instructions for the Owner/Operator


Danger due to electric current must be excluded. Refer to local
electrical safety standards and regulations.

Electric Shock Hazard

Installation, Maintenance and Inspection
The owner must ensure that all maintenance, inspection and installation work
is undertaken by authorised and duly qualified personnel who have also studied
this Manual.
• The Black i2 must always by isolated before starting any work.
• Please be aware that the Black i2 may be controlling chemical dosing
and as such shutting down the Black i2 without due regard to the
systems it is controlling can lead to chemical release.

Warning

Unauthorised Modification
The device may only be modified or converted in consultation with the manufacturer. Genuine spare
parts and accessories authorised by the manufacturer ensure greater safety.

Impermissible Modes of Operation
Usage other than as described in this manual will lead to the immediate cancellation of the warranty
and any other manufacturer’s liability.

Chemicals
Should the sensors attached to the Black i2 be in contact with hazardous
chemicals, great care must be taken when handling the sensors.

Caution
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CAUTION
When working with this equipment, the accident prevention regulations
applicable on site must be observed and the specified personal protective
equipment worn.

PPE: examples of protective clothing, gloves and goggles.

DANGER
Fire hazard. No parts are suitable for use in a hazardous rated area.

Danger

IMPORTANT
Please unpack the equipment and ordered accessories carefully in order not to
miss small parts. Immediately compare the scope of delivery to the delivery
note. If there are any discrepancies, contact your local distributor.

Important

pH Sensor
Health and Safety
Before making or breaking any electrical or signal connections, ensure that the
instrument is isolated from the electrical supply.

Disconnect electrical
supply before working
on this equipment.

When handling the sensor please wear the appropriate PPE.

Environmental Considerations
The sensor has a glass construction encapsulated with a plastic body and
silver/silver halide parts. Please use this product in a manner sensitive to the
environment and at the end of its life dispose or recycle in a manner
appropriate at that time that is in compliance with local regulations.

Appropriate PPE to be
worn when in contact
with the sensor.

Take care when
removing the sensor.
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Overview
The Black i2 is a compact electronic communication and control system. It is
designed for use with many different measuring sensors. Any use other than the
one described here compromises the safety of persons and the entire measuring
system and is, therefore, not permitted. The manufacturer is not liable for
damage caused by improper or non-designated use.
Every analyser is carefully checked before leaving the factory. If for any reason
you are unhappy with your purchase, please contact the organisation that you
purchased the analyser from or Turtle Tough directly.
Figure 1: Black i2 Overview.
1. Front panel screws (X4)
2. Display
3. Up button
4. Down button
5. Right button
6. Left button
7. Enter/Select button
8. Soft Keys
9. Cable glands
10. Micro SD access
11. Power lamp
12. Indication lamp

Danger
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Specification
Power:
Fuse:
Display:
Inputs:

Outputs:

Communication:
(Optional)
System Log:
Weight:
IP Rating:
Enclosure Material:
Seals:
μSD slots:

100-240VAC/0.25 A or 12VDC/0.8 A (standard) or 24VDC (optional).
2A (100-240VAC).
4.3”, 480x272, 24 bit, black and white.
Up to 2 configurable sensor inputs; 4-20mA, 4-20mA loop-powered, 0-2
VDC, 0-10 VDC, +/- 2000 mV for pH, ORP, or ISEs, PT100, pulse and MODbus.
Up to 8 digital inputs.
Up to 2 configurable analogue outputs: 0-20mA, 4-20mA, 0-10 VDC, 0-10
VDC, 1-10 VDC. Up to 8 SPST electromechanical relays rated 380 VAC, 6 A
max.
Modbus ASCII/RTU (RS485), Profibus DP, Modbus TCP (Ethernet).
Over 1 million records.
2 kg.
IP65N, Nema 4X.
ABS flame retardant.
EPDM
1
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pH Sensor Theory of Operation
pH is measured potentiometrically when using an electrode. A potential develops across the glass
membrane of a pH electrode when it comes into contact with a solution. This potential varies as the
pH varies, but requires a constant second potential to compare the changes against. This is provided
by the integral reference electrode, to provide a constant potential, regardless of pH.
In acidic or alkaline solutions, the voltage on the outer membrane surface changes proportionally to
changes in hydrogen ion activity as described by the Nernst equation:
E = E₀ + (2.3RT/nF)log[H+]
Where:
E = total potential difference (measured in mV)
E₀ = standard potential
R = gas constant
T = temperature in Kelvin
n = number of electrons
F = Faraday’s constant
[H+] = hydrogen ion activity
Voltage output from the electrode changes linearly in relationship to the changes in pH. The
temperature of the solution determines the slope of the response. One pH unit corresponds to
59.16mV at 25 ◦C, the standard voltage and temperature to which all calibrations are referenced.
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Installation
As with all instrumentation the installation and commissioning of this
instrument is crucial to its safe and effective operation. This instrument must
only be used for its purpose as outlined in this manual. It must be installed and
commissioned in accordance with this manual and by trained, qualified
personnel.

Danger

Electric Shock Hazard

Site Selection
Please choose a suitable location for the installation of the electronics. The
choice of installation point on any site is a compromise and is best undertaken
by an experienced installation engineer. The following is a list of the factors that
need to be taken into consideration. This list is not intended as a check-list
neither is it implied that the list is complete.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Important

Ensure that the mounting allows access to all serviceable parts.
Try to mount the electronics in a position where they are not habitually
hosed down in a cleaning process.
The electronics enclosure should be mounted away from sources of
heat or direct sunlight.
Consider the length of wiring runs when mounting the instrument.
Try to keep the electronics away from substations, motors or other large
EMI emitters.
Consider whether the sample will be representative and well mixed.
Consider sample line run times.
Consider sample return points.
In a plastic run, with a low conductivity liquid sample, consider earthing
the sample.
If the instrument is controlling a dosing pump, size the pump
appropriately.

Unpacking
Please have a copy of your order with you when you unpack your instrument.
All orders are checked when they leave the factory. Please check that you have
all the parts that were ordered as soon as you open the box.
If anything is missing, or damaged, please contact your sales outlet immediately.
If the instrument needs to be returned for any reason please follow the return
instructions given in this manual.
Please dispose of the packing in an environmentally responsible manner and in
compliance with local regulations.

Important
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Black i2 Mounting and Connections
The Black i2 electronics enclosure should be mounted away from sources of heat
or direct sunlight. For mounting the Black i2, please refer to the images below.
The Black i2 should be mounted such that the instrument is vertical and that
there is sufficient clearance above to allow the enclosure compartment to be
opened and removed.
The Black i2 should be mounted away from sources of vibration and should not
be hosed down.
Figure 2: Black i2 side view.
1. 103mm
2. 309mm
3. 230mm

Figure 3: Black i2 rear view.
1. 194mm
2. 238mm

Danger
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Electrical and Sensor Connections

Figure 4: Black i2 Electrical
Connections.
1. VAUX Input Auxiliary Power
from PSU (12 or 24 VDC)
2. 12V Input from Main PSU
3. CR2032 Battery
4. AC Power to Main PSU
5. 2 AMP Fuse
6. VAUX Power Out
7. Ground
8. AC Power Connector
9. Electromechanical Relays
10. Digital Input Configuration
11. Slots for Communication Cards
12. Sensor Connections

Electrical connections include power connections, sensor connections, communications connections
and output connections.
The connections are made via press to open connectors. An insulated screwdriver can be used to
operate the connector. Each instrument has a large number of possible wiring combinations
depending on which sensors, inputs, outputs or communications are selected at time of purchase. This
is achieved by the use of expansion electronics card specific to each role (Sensor
Specific/Output/Relay/Communication Specific). These expansion cards are fitted to “Slots”. Any
“Slot” can be used for any expansion card. Please check your connections on your instrument.
Description and diagram are shown later in this section.
Figure 5: Connectors open and
closed.

For this reason the connections to sensors, inputs, outputs and communication
are shown on each analyser rather than in this manual. Once the analyser is
powered, select the Sensor/Output/Relay/Communication, select “Options”,
then select “Connections“. The “Tick” shows the correct connection position.¹

Connection Types

Electric Shock Hazard
¹ To safely make and
break connections,
remove the power
first.
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Power
The Black i2 can operate on 100-240 VAC/0.25 A or 12 VDC/0.8 A, 24 VDC
(optional). The current draw depends on how much functionality is enabled and
how many sensors/control loops are attached.

Electric Shock Hazard

Cable type and rating - 6.15mm/0.24 inches, overall diameter,
3×0.75mm²/18awg conductors (24 strands), current rating 6A, 300V rated.

Figure 6: Black i2 Power Connection.
1. Live
2. Neutral
3. Earth

Digital Inputs
0-30VDC digital inputs can be used for low flow fail indication or other “switch” inputs. Digital inputs
can be ‘powered’ or ‘unpowered’. Selectable by jumper settings.
Figure 7: Board Overview.
1. Relay
2. Digital Input
3. Jumper (example Channel 1 powered)

Figure 8: Jumper Options.
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Analogue Outputs
The analogue output maximum loop loading is 700Ω, at 14VDC.

Relay Outputs
The unit has up to 8 normally open (NO) mechanical relays². Cable type and
rating - 6.15mm/0.24 inch overall diameter, 3×0.75mm²/18awg conductors (24
strands), current rating 5A, 250 VAC rated.

² Mechanical relays
are suitable for
switching AC or DC.

Figure 9: Relays. Two of the eight available
relays outlined on the picture.
These relays are populated on the board at
the time of order.

Wiring diagram for Relays are provided on the analyser. To see these go to:
Menu → <Relays> → Options → Connections

pH Sensor Connections
Most sensors connect via the analogue input connections at the base of the relevant board.

pH Sensor

Figure 10: pH Sensor connections
for sensors without solution
ground

Commissioning
Preparation of the
Figure 11: pH Sensor connections
for sensors with solution ground

Sensor for Initial Use
Remove the protective cap from the electrode and thoroughly rinse the
electrode with distilled water.

Please read the instructions below
before handling this sensor. Failure
to follow these instructions may
result in damage and warranties for
this device may be voided.
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Mounting
Turtle Tough pH Sensors allow for a variety of different mounting options. The options for mounting
include in a Twist-lock, in an in-line “tee”, in a valve retractable assembly, or on an immersion rod. DO
NOT dangle the probe by the flex cable as this may result in damage to the probe.

Calibration/Standardising
There are two options for calibrating/standardising Turtle Tough pH Sensor. The first option requires
at least two and up to five pH standards and is referred to as “Calibrating” the sensor. The second
option requires only a single pH standard, pH test kit or another calibrated pH sensor. This second
option is referred to as “Standardising” as it is not a true sensor calibration. The calibration of pH has
two parameters which are set (offset and slope). As pH changes the voltage detected by the sensor
also changes. The relationship between pH and voltage can be seen in Figure 12 below.
Figure 12: Relationship between
pH and mV.

pH7 corresponds to a voltage of 0mV, however depending on the equipment the voltage detected at
pH7 may vary slightly away from 0mV. It is therefore important to use a calibration buffer between
pH6-8 to set the pH7 0mV referred to as the “offset”.
The gradient of the slope can also change from system to system and over time. It is therefore
important to also calibrate the gradient of the slope which is done using calibration buffer above and
below pH6-8 and is referred to as calibrating the “slope”.

Calibration
Calibration can be done with between two and five standards. The greater the number of points the
greater the confidence will be in the calibration. During a calibration both the slope and the offset are
calibrated. A three point calibration is often sufficient however for applications where pH needs very
close monitoring it is possible to calibrate using up to five points.
You can access the calibration function via the pH sensor overview or through:
Select Sensor from Menu → <Sensor> → Options → Maintenance → Calibration
At this point you may, depending on the model of pH probe, get the option to calibrate the
temperature. If present, it is recommended that “Temperature” is calibrated before “pH” as the pH
value is temperature dependent. To calibrate temperature select “Yes” when prompted and follow
the onscreen instructions. The device will begin a countdown from 30 seconds. During this countdown
the Black i2 is evaluating the stability of the signal from the sensor. If the signal is considered stable
over this period you will get an option to enter the actual temperature value, this should be
determined by measuring the temperature of the sample water using a thermometer. The Black i2
controller will only allow the reading to be adjusted if the signal is stable.
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It is recommended that the pH probe is calibrated using three pH standards or more (usually pH4, 7
and 10), however it is possible to calibrate the Black i2 using only two. After calibrating the
temperature, or if you selected “No” when asked to calibrate temperature you will automatically enter
the calibration wizard that will guide you through the below steps:
1. Remove the pH probe from the flow cell.
2. Place the probe in one of the pH standard calibration buffers. It does not matter which pH standard
you calibrate with first (pH 7 is recommended).
3. Press “Next” and wait for the reading to become stable. Once the reading is stable press “Next”
again. A 30 second countdown timer will begin, during this time the Black i2 is collecting data for the
calibration. If the readings are erratic during this time the calibration will fail.
4. The system will automatically recognise common standards (e.g. pH7.01). If the system recognises
a standard it will ask the user to confirm it is indeed that standard. Selecting “Yes” will auto enter the
pH value of the standard. If the pH standard is not the one that is suggested select ’no’ and you will
now be able to manually enter the value of the pH standard used. If the CRONOS® does not recognise
the standard you will automatically be asked to enter the pH value manually. Once the pH value has
been entered press “Next”, see Figure 13.
Figure 13: Calibration Page.

5. The Black i2 will now ask you to repeat the above steps for the second pH standard.
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6. After entering the second pH calibration value the Black i2 will ask if you want to calibrate another
point. Selecting “Yes” will take you through the above stages again, selecting “No” will display the
calibration results. Remember it is recommended to do at least three calibration points and it is
possible to use up to five calibration points.
The calibration is only saved when the user selects the “Apply” button from the “Calibration Results”
page, see Figure 14.
Figure 14: Calibration Results
Page.

The calibration results page shows the results from the calibration standards, the calculated slope and
offset from these results and also shows the confidence level in the calibration and the calculated
sensor health.
A typical offset is between -30 and +30 mV. And a typical slope is between -50 and -60 mV. If your
values fall way beyond these ranges please see the troubleshooting guide.
The sensor “Health” value is calculated by comparing the current slope to the expected slope. Values
above 100% are possible but a value greater than 120% would suggest bad buffers have been used for
the calibration.
A value below 80% would suggest that the probe requires cleaning. If, after cleaning, the health
remains below 80% then the pH sensor should be replaced.
A low confidence value would suggest that one or more of the buffers requires replacing. Selecting
“Graph” will display the calibration data in graphical form, see Figure 15. The calibration is only saved
when the user presses the “Apply” button.
Figure 15: Calibration Results
Graph Page.

From the maintenance menu it is possible to reset the calibration back to factory
default¹ or to initiate a new calibration providing you are logged on with a high
enough security level.

¹ Factory reset is available in
the “Advanced” section of
the maintenance menu and
is only available to users
with high level security
access.
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Standardisation
This option can only be done when calibrating the probe between pH 6-8. This will ONLY set the offset
and so is not suitable for initial calibration. It is therefore not a true calibration.
1. Select “Calibrate” from the pH sensor overview screen and then “Standardisation” or select
Options → Maintenance → Standardisation
2. The screen will display the measured pH value. When this value is stable press “Next”.
3. Change the value to the correct value as determined by a test kit or by another calibrated pH meter.
Press “Finish”.
4. The unit will confirm that the standardisation was successful.

Advanced maintenance options
The advanced options showing calibration data is only available to those with high security access.
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Analyser Configuration
User Interface - General
The Black i2 display is a 4.3” 480 x 272 24 bit black and white display. The display is best viewed from
directly in front.
Figure 16: Black i2 Main Screen
example.

Buttons
The buttons are push buttons and all have a tactile feedback response. Holding the buttons in will
inject multiple key presses of increasing speed until the button is released. In some cases holding a
button will provide access to a different function. These are highlighted in the manual. The four
buttons along the bottom of the screen, are defined for each screen by the legend above the button.
The navigation and select buttons below the display are always for navigation of the display. The Up
and Down buttons are used for moving the “Select” target around the display and the Left and Right
buttons are used for moving the “Select” target or for moving between displays.

Log On
When attempting to open a tile that requires authentication you will be taken to the log in screen,
where a user is selected and security code entered. Use the “Select” key to open the user dropdown
list, Up/Down to highlight the Username and “Select” to move to the next step, the first box of six for
the security code entry will now be highlighted.
When entering a security code, all keys except “4” (top right), see Figure 17 are used for code entry,
which allows security codes to be constructed from the following keys:
1, 2, 3, Up, Left, Select, Right, Down
Figure 17: Black i2 Key
1. Up button
2. Down button
3. Right button
4. Left button
5. Select button

If the correct code is entered you will be presented with the tile requested. To indicate which user, if
any is currently logged in to the instrument, the username will appear in the top right of the display.
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The analyser is preconfigured with a default user called “user1” who has total access to the analyser
and the default password of:
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
The users available and their passwords can be configured in the analyser tile under:
Options → Security → User Setup
If a user does not have the permissions necessary to modify other users, they may change their own
password using:
Options → Security → Change Password

Home, Menu, Overviews and Options
There are several standard displays in your Black i2. Home screens are used to
display information from more than one source on a single display. There are
100 customisable Home Screens and one default Home Screen ¹.

¹ Home screens allow short
cut access to other screens
and are design to make
navigation easier.

They are accessed by pressing “Home” from any screen and then by pressing the Left or Right button
to scroll through the overall Home Screens. On any Home Screen pressing the Up and Down you will
highlight different aspects of the display which can then be accessed by pressing the “Select” button.
Figure 18: Default Black i2 Home
Screen example.

The Menu Screen is also a standard display in your Black i2 and is a tile based
display of all the different parts or “devices” that make up your analyser. By
using the Up, Down, Left, Right and Select button it is possible to navigate to any
part of the analyser by highlighting the icon and selecting it².

² Throughout the analyser
the highlight will take
different forms. A tile will
have a flashing coloured
border and a number will
change colour.

Selecting a “Device” from the menu will open an overview or set up screen. The overview display gives
the user key information such as a parameter reading and also allows the entering of commonly
changed variables. For example, an overview for a pH sensor will display the pH reading and allow the
user to calibrate the instrument without having to go through the more complex route via Options.
Many screens will have an “Options” button. Pressing this button will produce a drop down menu on
the display. Some of the items on the drop down menu will have a > next to them indicating that there
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are further menus accessible by highlighting the menu item and either pressing the Select button or
the Right button.

Analyser - Options
Selecting the analyser tile on the Menu screen will take you to the analyser setup which are settings
that relate to the analyser (controller) setup and usage only. These typically do not affect the sensors,
communications or control functions.

Name and ID
The Name and ID details allows the user to name the instrument in various ways. These tags are used
to identify the instrument should that option be required, e.g., when an instrument sends a text alarm,
the Name and ID details are used to inform the recipient as to which instrument is in alarm. The Name
would typically be the site name and the ID would typically refer to a specific analyser. For example:
Name: Turtle Tough
ID:

pH Installation 1

The “Name” and “ID” can be up to 25 alphanumeric character each.
The Name defaults to “Black i2”.
The ID defaults to the serial number of the instrument.

Language
The user interface of the Black i2 can be set to any language for which there exists a translation. The
languages menu can be accessed by:
Menu → Analyser
Navigate to the language box.
Select the box and navigate to the desired language.
Press the “Select” button.

Date and Time
The date and time are used in the Data Logs and System Logs of your controller and it is therefore
important that they are set correctly. They can be accessed by going to:
Menu → Analyser
Navigate to the time to change.
Press “Select”
Change the time using the Up and Down arrows
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Press “Select”.
To change the date navigate to the date box.
Press “Select”
Choose the date from the calendar display
Press the “Select” button under the display.

Hardware Map
Menu → Analyser → Options → Information → Hardware Map
This display provides information on what hardware is installed in the analyser including its serial
number.

Service Report
Menu → Analyser → Options → Information → Service Report
The analyser is capable of saving a human readable .txt file containing all the settings, hardware,
firmware and configuration information held in the analyser.
If you require assistance from the service department at Turtle Tough, it is likely that you will be
asked for this file in the first instance. It is good practice to hold an up to date copy of this file.

Alarm
Alarm relates to any alarm generated by the analyser that could relate to any number of events such
as a system fault alarm or a data alarm.

Setup
Menu → Analyser → Options → Alarm → Setup
If the analyser goes into alarm and is acknowledged, the analyser has the capability to re-alarm after
a set delay. To enable this feature select the re-alarm enable box and press the select button.
The time out is in Hours/Minutes/Seconds and can be set by selecting each field and using the Up and
Down arrows to change the values.

Message
If the analyser is in alarm, the alarm message will be displayed here.

User Interface
Aspects of the Display that can be altered are accessed by:
Menu → Analyser → Options → User Interface
Various aspects of the user interface can be changed here.
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Setup
The buzzer can be enabled or disabled and in order to extend the life of the display a timeout can be
set. At the end of the timeout the display will go dark. Any button press will turn the screen back on.
On all displays the left hand button under the display can be set to take the user to the “Home” screen
or the “Menu” screen.

Home Screen
The Black i2 has the capability to have multiple home screens which give options to the user as to how
the display provides information. To move between Home Screens, use the Right and Left arrows.
To set up a new home screen or delete an existing home screen, go to:
Menu → Analyser → Options → User Interface → Home Screen
In the Home Screen setup page:
Select “Create a Home Screen”
Choose which type of home screen you want.
Press “Create” on the under screen button.
Select the new home screen from the home screen list and name it.
Having named it, choose the layout you require.
Using the navigation screen, select each part of the Home Screen item selecting what you wish
to be displayed in that part of the display.
When you have finished, simply navigate away from that page.

Security
Access to many parts of the analyser is held securely with password protection. For security
considerations the Black i2 is split into five sections:
“System”, “Sensor”, “Signal”, “Output” and “Control”.
Within each of these sections various operations have been assigned to three security levels:
“Basic”, “Intermediate” or “Advanced”.
Provision is made for up to 20 unique security logons to be issued to operators of the Black i2. All
operations and changes to the instrument are logged under the personal security code. Each operator
is assigned a security level of “Basic”, “Intermediate” and “Advanced” in each of the five sections.
Access to the five different sections of the analyser can be assigned to each of the three levels of
security. Access to restricted functions will require the entry of the operator’s
³ The security password is a
security password³.
6 button code.
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To access security setup:
Menu → Analyser → Options → Security

Security Setup
Default Access
If enabled this allows the instrument to be configured such that access to different functionality can
be restricted to the levels:
“Basic”, “Intermediate” and “Advanced”.
Setting any level to “none” allows full access with no logon.
The login time out is how long access is allowed under the currently entered password before the
password needs to be re-entered. Values are entered in hours, minutes and seconds.
If the default access is not enabled, access to any part of the Black i2 will require a password.

User Setup
To set the user security for all individual users, select the user from the left hand column and give
them a name using the text input display. Having entered a new name select the security level for
each section of the Black i2.
Next set a password which is a series of key presses. Any button on the Black i2 can be used as part of
the password.
Once complete, if access to any part of the Black i2 that is not open for all as part of the default
security, a password will be required.

Change Password
Select “User”, then enter and re-enter the new password. In order to be able to do this you need to
be logged on either as the person whose password is being changed or as a user with a higher security
level for “system”.

Device Codes
The Black i2 manages what functionality is available to the user via hardware (e.g. what outputs are
physically installed) and via firmware. The firmware is enabled using Device Codes. If, for example, a
Black i2 is purchased with no PID control options but later the user needs PID control options, this
functionality can be added by the use of Device Codes (hardware allowing).
If you would like to upgrade your instrument functionality with a Device Code please contact your
sales outlet.

Enter Code
Device codes can be entered manually here:
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Menu → Analyser → Options → Device Codes → Enter Code

Import Codes
Multiple or single device codes can be entered from a suitable .txt file available from the supplier of
your Black i2 and can be read from a μSD card.
Menu → Analyser → Options → Device Codes → Import Codes
Ensure that your μSD card has the appropriate file on it before and that it is inserted correctly in the
instrument before going to the Menu, then navigate to the correct file.

View Codes
Installed codes and their descriptions can be viewed and exported to the μSD card here:
Menu → Analyser → Options → Device Codes → View Codes

System
Upgrade
Only use this function under advice from the Turtle Tough service department. The analyser has the
capability to have its program upgraded in this Menu option. This is done by putting the new program
called an “image” onto the μSD card and inserting it into the analyser.

Program
It is possible to re-program any communication card installed in the Black i2. This option provides
access to the upgrade options related to the firmware installed on the instrument.
Upgrades can be useful to provide enhanced functionality or to fix bugs. This should only be attempted
by manufacturer approved operators.

Sensors Setup
Sensors⁴ connect to the Black i2 in a variety of ways. Each sensor may report
one or more parameters⁵.

⁴ The term ‘sensor’ in this
context refers to a physical
device, e.g. a physical probe.

For each sensor there are settings that refer to the sensor and also settings that
refer to each parameter. The sensor and parameter settings follow the same
format for all sensors with specific differences relating to specific sensors. Only
settings that differ from those below are specifically described in later sections.
If a setting shown below is not displayed on your Black i2 it is because it is not
available with your specific configuration.

⁵ The term ‘parameter’ in
this context refers to a value
reported by the sensor. For
example a single chlorine
sensor only reports the
chlorine contents of the
process. So a chlorine sensor
is a single sensor with a
single parameter. A pH
sensor, for example, will
typically report both pH and
temperature. A pH sensor
then is typically a single
sensor with two parameters.

Sensors will all have a Sensor Overview which will show the current reading, alarm state, maintenance
status and provide a direct link to the calibration functions.
Typical settings are described below and can be accessed via:
Menu → <Sensors> → Options → Setup → Sensor Setup
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Sensor Setup
Name:

Up to 25 alphanumeric characters.

Display:

Options are “Show” or “Hide”⁶.

Enabled:

Options are “Yes” or “No”⁷.

Flow Signal:

Options are “Disabled” or selectable from a list of available
digital inputs⁸.

Flush Signal:

Options are “Disabled” or selectable from a list of available
digital inputs⁹.

Process Signal: Options are “Disabled” or selectable from a list of available
digital inputs¹⁰.
Hold Relay:

Configure the hold delay following a flush or process stop to
allow the sensor reading to recover in HH:MM:SS format.

⁶ This relates to whether the
sensor will show on the
“Menu” screen.
⁷ This turns the sensor on or
off.
⁸ This allows a flow switch to
be associated with a sensor.

⁹ This allows an extended
flush signal to be associated
with a specific sensor.

¹⁰ This allows an extended
process signal to be
associated with a specific
sensor and allows the
extended signal to enable or
disable a sensor.

ATC Setup
If the sensor requires ATC (automatic temperature compensation) the ATC setup menu will be present.
The defaults will have been pre-selected and it is not recommended that the user makes any changes
to this menu.

<Parameter>
If a setting shown below is not displayed on your Black i2 it is because it is not available with your
specific configuration. Parameter settings can be accessed via:
Menu → <Sensors> → Options → Set up → <Parameter Name>

¹¹ Select the parameter of
interest from those available
on the display.

Type:

A selectable list of parameter types. The selection made here
will affect what options are available below.

Name:

Available if “User defined” is selected as the “Type”. Alphanumeric up to 25
characters.

Units:

If “User defined” is selected above, set the units string up to 6 characters. Otherwise
select from an appropriate list of units for the parameter type.

Precision:

Select the number of digits following the decimal point to display. This should be
appropriate for the measurement. Options are 0 to 5.
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Range:

Set the range values for the parameter. Options are restricted
to those appropriate to the parameter¹².

Offline:

This is the value reported by the parameter when in ‘Offline’
mode - for example if cleaning a sensor. Options are within the
range of the parameter.

Averaging:

Enables or disables a rolling average for the parameter to
smooth the reading. Options are “On” or “Off”¹³.

Alarms and Thresholds
Alarms are the means by which values obtained from sensors cause visible,
audible or physical action to occur. Alarms are not to be confused with relays¹⁴,
as Turtle Tough utilises very flexible firmware and electronics. An alarm in a
Black i2 unit will create a visible red bar across the top of the screen and sound
a buzzer. One flow alarm per sensor and two data alarms per parameter are
available.

¹² The minimum and
maximum values set the
range for the parameter.
Please note that they must
be within the range of the
sensor, e.g. the minimum
and maximum of a 0-5 mg/l
free chlorine sensor should
be set within 0 and 5
mg/l

¹³ An averaging delay of
2,000 milliseconds with a
length of 30s will result in a
rolling average of 1 minute
(30s × 2) with a reading
taken every 2 seconds. If
averaging is enabled it will
apply to all aspects of the
parameter value, e.g. it will
apply to the value displayed,
logged and outputted.
¹⁴ A mechanical or electronic
device mounted on the
electronics
within
the
instrument that can switch
(much like a light switch).
The number and type of
relays is specified at time of
order.

Thresholds are similar to alarms except that they are events that are supposed to occur and therefore
will not cause the instrument to go into “Alarm”. Thresholds are used to trigger relays to cause
something to happen when a parameter reaches a value.

<Parameter>
To access the configuration:
Menu → <Sensor> → Options → Alarms & Thresholds → <Parameter Name>
The display has a tab for each alarm and threshold. Navigate to the tab using the right and left buttons
or through the settings using the up and down arrows. Options are:
Enabled:

Selecting this option turns the alarm/threshold on or off.

Set – Value:

The value used to trigger the alarm or threshold.

Delay:

The amount of time the value has to exceed the set point before the alarm/threshold
is triggered.

Reset – Value: The value used to trigger the alarm or threshold¹⁵.
Delay:

The amount of time the value has to exceed the set point before
the alarm/threshold is triggered.

¹⁵ A set value above a reset
value will result in a rising
alarm. A set value below a
reset value will result in a
falling alarm.

Maintenance
Many of the sensors come equipped with proactive maintenance advice. These take the form of
calibration and maintenance warnings. In effect the user determines how long after the maintenance
event occurs they would like to be reminded that the maintenance event is due again. Typically events
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could be calibrating a pH sensor, replacing a pH sensor, changing a membrane on a chlorine sensor
etc.
For each sensor type the maintenance requirements can be enabled or disabled and frequencies
entered into simple forms.
By default the warnings are on and sensible defaults are in the time delays.

Setup
Each sensor type will have appropriate options. Typically these will be:
Enable:

This enables the proactive maintenance advice.

Frequency:

This allows the user to setup a frequency for this maintenance event.

Last xxxx:

This displays the last time a maintenance event took place.

Calibration
Each sensor will require periodic calibration. This takes the form of either comparing the sensor with
a reading from another device such as with chlorine comparing to a test kit, or a suspended solids
sensor comparing to a handheld photometer, or placing the sensor into a known sample such as a
dissolved oxygen sensor into water saturated air or a pH sensor into a buffer solution. In any of these
cases, selecting “Calibrate xxx” will start a calibration wizard. Follow the instructions on the display.
The countdown during the calibration routine allows the instrument time to check the stability of the
sensor. If the output of the sensor is unstable, calibration will not be allowed.

Standardisation
In some cases a lower level of calibration can be appropriate such as a single data point comparison
with temperature or comparing pH with a phenol red reading. In this case simply enter the
standardisation value.

Advanced
This option allows an experienced user to directly enter raw electronic values that affect the
calibration. It is NOT recommended that users access this screen.

Device Flags
A flag is an indication of the state of some aspect of a device. For example if a sensor is enabled or
disabled or if a parameter is in alarm it will be “flagged”. These “flags” can be accessed for each sensor
and parameter.
Menu → <Sensor> → Options → Device Flags

Status Flags
Status flags display the status of the options relating to a device (in this case a sensor). No user input
is required. To see the status of a sensor go to:
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Menu → <Sensor> → Options → Device Flags → Status Flags
The flags that currently apply to the sensor will be in normal text. The possible flags that don’t
currently apply to the sensor will be greyed out.

Error Flags
Error flags display errors that apply to the sensor. No user input is required. To see the status of a
sensor go to:
Menu → <Sensor> → Options → Device Flags → Error Flags
The flags that currently apply to the sensor will be in normal text. The possible flags that don’t
currently apply to the sensor will be greyed out.

<Parameter> Flags
Parameter flags provide information as to the status of a parameter. No user input is required. To see
the status of a sensor go to:
Menu → <Sensor> → Options → Device Flags → Parameter Flags
The flags that currently apply to the sensor will be in normal text. The possible flags that don’t
currently apply to the sensor will be greyed out.

Diagnostics
Each sensor provides raw information to the analyser that interprets it in order to display the correct
value. Selecting diagnostics from:
Menu → <Sensor> → Options → Diagnostics
will display this information. This is for use by expert users only.
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Communications
The Black i2 is capable of digitally communicating in a variety of ways. This is achieved by the use of
expansion electronics cards specific to each communications type. Each Black i2 is capable of housing
cards from RS485 (Modbus ASCII/RTU), Profibus DP, Ethernet (Modbus TCP) and Modem.

Profibus DP v1.0
A proprietary digital communications protocol whereby a ’Master’ connects to and interrogates
a ’Slave’. In all instances the Black i2 is the slave. The information required by the Master is contained
in a .gsd file that is provided with the Black i2.
There are user adjustable settings relating to the Profibus communications and those are accessed
via:
Menu → <Profibus>
Name:

Up to 25 alphanumeric characters.

Display:

Options are “Show” or “Hide”¹⁶.

Station Identifier:

Unique identifier for CRONOS® device on Profibus
network. Can be changed if there is a conflict. Range (in
hexadecimal) 0x0000 to 0xFFFF.

Station Address:

Unique address for this device on the network. All devices must have different
addresses. Range 1-126.

Locked:

If selected, address cannot be changed by Profibus “Set Station Address”
command.

Byte Order:

Byte and word order can be changed data transferred.

¹⁶ This relates to whether the
sensor will show on the
“Menu” screen.

Modules
Profibus works by giving out a fixed sequence of data. The order of that data is determined by
which ’modules’ the master selects from the GSD (a file which describes what modules are available
and data sizes the module contains - see below). The Black i2 has 5 types of modules:
Device, Sensor, Parameter, Output and Control.
Each module type has a fixed set of data which is output if selected. This menu allows the user to
define which module slot is mapped to which device e.g. the GSD defines 16 parameter modules. The
parameter option under the modules setup submenu allows the user to map parameters to
module ’slots’. If the Profibus master asks for data from the 3rd parameter module in the GSD, then
the analyser will provide data from the parameter mapped to slot 3 of the parameter option.

Export GSD
User interface to export the GSD file describing the analyser to microSD card.
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Device Flags
A flag is an indication of the state of some aspect of a device. For example if a sensor is enabled or
disabled or if a parameter is in alarm it will be “flagged”. These “flags” can be accessed for each sensor
and parameter.
Menu → <Profibus> → Options → Device Flags

Status Flags
Status flags display the status of the options relating to a device (in this case a sensor). No user input
is required. To see the status of a sensor go to:
Menu → <Profibus> → Options → Device Flags → Status Flags
The flags that currently apply to the sensor will be in normal text. The possible flags that don’t
currently apply to the sensor will be greyed out.

Error Flags
Error flags display errors that apply to the sensor. No user input is required. To see the status of a
sensor go to:
Menu → <Profibus> → Options → Device Flags → Error Flags
The flags that currently apply to the sensor will be in normal text. The possible flags that don’t
currently apply to the sensor will be greyed out.

Profibus Interface
The device tile displays the state of the Profibus interface. State is one of three standard Profibus
states - WAIT-PRM, WAIT-CFG and DATAEXCH. Baud rate is an indication of the baud rate detected,
“—” means no Profibus network detected. Address is the Station address the analyser is currently set
to.
Device Modules
Input Data Length:

8

Output Data Length:

0

Parameter Data Length: 0
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Data Block
Offset

0 Status Flags*
1 Unsigned 32-bit integer

*Refer to section above on
flags

2
3
4 Error Flags*
5 Unsigned 32-bit integer
6
7
Sensor Modules
Input Data Length:

6

Output Data Length:

0

Parameter Data Length: 0
Data Block
Offset

0 Calibration Count*
1 Signed 16-bit integer
2 1st Maintenance Count*
3 Signed 16-bit integer
4 2nd Maintenance
Count*16-bit integer
5 Signed

Parameter Modules
Input Data Length:

9

Output Data Length:

0

Parameter Data Length: 0

*Count in days until due.
Special values: -32768 never
performed, 32767 check
disabled.
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Data Block
Offset

0 Current Value
1 Floating point number
2
3
4 Encoded Units
5 Unsigned 32-bit integer
6
7
8 Flags

Output Modules
Input Data Length:

12

Output Data Length:

0

Parameter Data Length: 0
Data Block
Offset

0
1

Percent Output
Floating point number

2
3
4
5

Output Value
Floating point number

6
7
8
9
10

Control Modules
Input Data Length:

13

Output Data Length:

0

Parameter Data Length: 0

11

Encoded Units
Unsigned 32-bit integer
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Data Block
Offset

0
1

Primary Output (%)
Floating point number

2
3
4
5

Secondary Output (%)
Floating point number

6
7
8

Tertiary Output (%)

9

Floating point number

12 Mode*
10
11

*Mode is off (0), Manual (1)
or Automatic (2)
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Logs
The logs held on the Black i2 are accessed via:
Menu → Logs
There are three types of logs available.
System Logs: This is a log of those events that affect the analyser system. Logs recorded here include:
•
•
•

System Startup Times
System Errors
System Shutdowns

Status Logs: This is a log of those events that affect the status of the instrument. Logs included here
include:
•
•
•

User Login/Logout Times
Sensor Alarms
Hardware Errors

Data Logs: Data logs can be created for many of the variables that the Black i2 measures or creates.
This data can then be viewed as a list or graphically and can be downloaded via the μSD card. Logs
recorded here include:
•
•

Sensor Parameter Values
Control Output Values

System Logs
System logs can be accessed by:
Menu → Logs → System Logs
System logs are displayed in a list form. Use the Up and Down arrows to navigate the list. Pressing the
Up and Down arrows will load a new page of logs.
To save the system logs to the μSD card select the “Download” button at the
bottom right of the display¹.
Saving the logs will create a file on the card called system_logs.txt².

Status Logs
Status logs can be accessed by:
Menu → Logs → Status Logs

¹ Only the logs displayed on
the
screen
will
be
downloaded.

² If there is an existing file on
the μSD card then the file
will be overwritten.
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Status logs are displayed in a list form. Use the up and down arrows to navigate the list. Pressing the
up and down arrows will load a new page of logs.
To save the status logs to the μSD card select the “Download” button at the
bottom right of the display³.
Saving the logs will create a file on the card called status_logs.txt⁴.

Data Logs

³ Only the logs displayed on
the
screen
will
be
downloaded.
⁴ If there is an existing file on
the μSD card then the file
will be overwritten.

Each data log created will have its own name displayed under:
Menu → Logs → <data log>
Selecting a Data Log will take you to:-

Data Log Overview Screen
Options include:
Name:
characters long.

Data Log Name to identify the data log included text can be up to 25

Delete:

Delete current data log⁵.

Interval:

Displays the logging interval which can be changed by
using the drop down box⁶.

Clear Items Logged:

Displays a list of the items being logged⁷.

Selecting the “Graph”⁸ option will display a graph displaying the first four items
on the list of data logged items.

⁵ Selecting this option will
completely delete this data
log.
⁶ The data logging interval
can be set to 1,2,5,10,15,20
and 30 minutes or 1 hour.

⁷ Selecting this option will
remove all the data from the
data log but leave the data
log active.
⁸ The graph displays
approximately 300 data
points.

Selecting the “Data” option will display a page of the data log. Using the Up and Down arrows will
scroll through the page of the data. Use the Right and Left arrows to scroll through data logged items.

Downloading Data
Data can be downloaded from any data log display by selecting the “Download”⁹
button.

⁹ The download function will
download all the logs in the
selected data log and store
them on the μSD card.

Please ensure there is a μSD card in the slot on the Black i2.
The file will be saved on the μSD card in the format
Black i2 → <name>→ .CSV

Create Data Logs
Multiple data logs can be created¹⁰ with the “Create Data Log” menu accessed
via:

¹⁰ Values can be included in
more than one data log.
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Menu → Logs → Create Data Log
Enter a name for the data log.
Select an interval from the drop down box.
Press Next.
This will take you to a list of the items available to datalog.
Select all the items you wish to include in the datalog by navigating to the item and pressing
the “Select” button.
You can de-select the items by pressing “Select” button again.
When you have made your selection press the “Done” button.
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pH/ORP Sensor Care & Maintenance
Maintenance Free
Turtle Tough pH and ORP sensors are a completely sealed assembly and are sealed for life. This
provides extreme process resistance as well as a totally maintenance free sensor which greatly
increases sensor life and reduces labour costs. A Turtle Tough sensor does not contain any O-rings,
washers, gaskets, or serviceable components/assemblies. It does not require refreshing or refilling of
electrolyte. The only requirement is regular cleaning in accordance with our recommended cleaning
schedule for your application. Regular cleaning will prolong the life of your sensor and ensure hassle
free operation.

Storage
The standard shelf life for all Turtle Tough pH and ORP sensors is one year from the date of shipment.
Sensors stored longer than this period may still be functional but are no longer under warranty.
Sensors should be stored in a cool, dry location with the sensor tip (sensing element) oriented toward
the ground. All sensors come standard with a conditioning solution in the cap. This conditioning
solution is 50% pH 4 buffer and 50% saturated potassium chloride (mixed by volume). The sensor cap
should be kept tightly affixed to the sensor body and sealed with common PVC tape when the sensor
is not in use. Sensors that are to be returned for shelf life warranty claim must have the original sensor
cap and conditioning solution intact to be eligible for warranty replacement.

Cleaning a Turtle Tough pH/ORP Sensor
Recommended Cleaning Schedule
The recommended cleaning interval is based upon the difficulty index for your application. Please
contact your agent or refer to the website to identify your difficulty rating.

Application Difficulty Rating

Cleaning Schedule

1-3
4-6
6-7
8-9
10

Monthly
Fortnightly
Weekly
Twice (2x) per week
Daily

If a Turtle Tough pH/ORP sensor response slows down, it is most likely the result of a fouled reference
or dirty coated glass. Cleaning should be performed as required and will vary across applications.
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Cleaning
Cleaning requirements will vary depending on
the application for which the sensor is used.
The following should always be observed
when cleaning:

Sensing Element

Never scratch or aggressively scrub the pH or
ORP (sensing) elements. These are delicate
glass electrochemical electrodes. They can be
easily broken by mechanical force.
The reference junction is a solid state material
and can be cleaned with aggressive chemicals.
See list below of recommended cleaning
solutions. This solid state reference can also
be cleaned effectively by using a sharp razor
edged tool.

Reference Junction

GREAT CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN NOT TO SCRATCH THE pH GLASS OR ORP ELEMENT DURING
CLEANING OF THE REFERENCE JUNCTION.
Common approved cleaning solutions include:
•
•
•

5-15% Hydrochloric Acid – (For Alkaline deposits)
5-15% Sodium Hydroxide – (For Organic Contaminants)
Surfactant (NON-IONIC SOAPS SUCH AS MICRO-90)

Please contact your local Turtle Tough representative if you plan to use any other cleaning agent.

Avoiding Thermal Shock
For high temperature applications where process liquid exceeds 70°C you will prolong the life of the
sensor by avoiding thermal shock. Thermal shock occurs when you rapidly change the temperature of
the sensor from hot to cold or vice versa. This rapid expansion/contraction of sensor components can
damage internal elements and cause micro-cracking that will accelerate the rate of deterioration. In
extreme cases it will crack the sensing element causing a total failure. To avoid this sensor should be
heated or cooled slowly during removal/insertion and cleaning and calibration processes. Consult your
Turtle Tough representative for techniques to avoid thermal shock.

Conditioning for Calibration
After the sensor has been cleaned, it must be thoroughly rinsed with deionized water to remove any
residual cleaning reagents. The sensor can then be soaked in pH 4 buffer to recondition the pH and
reference elements. Some sensors will also require conditioning in saturated potassium chloride if the
reference junction has been depleted of the ions in the solid state conductive polymer (typical for
clean water applications). Condition the sensor in saturated potassium chloride and/or pH 4 buffer for
whatever period of time is required to achieve optimal calibration results.
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Troubleshooting Guide
Black i2 Analyser
If contacting Turtle Tough it would help if you provided the following information:
•
•
•
•
•

Unit serial number (found inside the analyser on a silver sticker).
Date of installation.
A configuration of the setup on the analyser (this can be done by saving it to a μSD card) this
may need emailing to Turtle Tough support.
Software version (found in analyser Overview).
What is connected to the unit.

The guide may ask you to press “Menu” if this button is not present then you are already viewing the
Menu.
Symptom
No display or LEDs.

No light on PSU.

Possible Cause
No power.
PSU not working
correctly.
Faulty PSU.
No power to PSU.

LEDs on I/O card/s but LCD Ribbon cable/s.
no LCD display.
Faulty LCD.
Channel on display is
GREY.
Channel
displays
ERROR.

Possible Solution
Check power to analyser is being supplied.
Open unit and check if the green LED is
illuminated on the PSU.
Replace PSU
No light indicates PSU is faulty or no power is
being sent to it. Check wiring to PSU is correct,
check fuse and power connectors at both top and
bottom of the baseboard are correct.
Return unit for repair. See "Return Goods" section
of this manual.
Power off unit and check both LCD ribbon cables.

Replace front or LCD circuitry.
Contact Turtle Tough support.
Channel not enabled. Press MENU → select the channel → Check
display is to “ENABLED”.
Sensor
not Check channel connections.
connected
(correctly).
Card in wrong slot.
Move I/O card to correct hardware slot.
I/O card is different Replace card with correct card or contact Turtle
than device code.
Tough support.
Wrong device code.
Replace device code by contacting Turtle Tough
support.
Faulty I/O card.
Check LEDs are flashing or on the card.
Device codes not Contact Turtle Tough for device codes.
installed.

When unit powers on,
only Analyser and Log
blocks are displayed.
Digital Signal not Incorrect / missing Check Digital Inputs section of this manual for
working as intended.
jumper links.
information on the jumper links.
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Symptom
Unable to login.

Possible Cause
Incorrect passcode.
Passcode changed.

Possible Solution
The default passcode is the top left button * (6
presses).
Contact Turtle Tough support for a new
temporary passcode.
Press "Show" in the MENU page.

Analyser block red but Hidden channel.
unable to find error or
alarm.
Menu or option not Permissions.
Login using a higher level account.
present.
Channel not shown Hidden channel.
Press "Show" in the MENU page.
even though hardware
is installed.
Device code not Check device codes, if device code not present
installed.
contact Turtle Tough support.

pH Sensor
Symptom

Possible Cause
Possible Solution
Error.
Not connected.
Check wiring.
Hardware
not Check pH card is in right slot.
present.
Reading goes in wrong Wiring.
Check wiring.
direction.
Calibration.
Reset calibration, then recalibrate using
standards (pH buffers) or test kit.
Slow response.
Glass bulb coated or Clean sensor per "Cleaning a Turtle Tough
clogged.
pH/ORP Sensor" section in this manual. If this
does not restore response, soak in 0.1M HCl for 5
mins, remove and rinse with water. Place in 0.1M
NaOH for 5 mins. Remove, rinse with water and
soak in 4.0pH buffer for 10 minutes before use.
Lack of response Outer layer of the Prepare a 10% solution of ammonium bifluoride
following use in 60°C bulb has lost its
or above water.
sensitivity.
Note: This is a hazardous chemical and should
only be handled by a qualified chemist familiar
with fluoride compounds. Immerse electrode for
10-20 secs. Rinse in water. Immerse in 5 Molar
HCl for 5 mins to remove any excess bifluoride.
Rinse in water. Soak in 4 pH buffer for 1 hr before
use.
No response.
Electrical short on pH Check for short.
signal wires.
Soaker not removed Remove soaker.
from probe.

TURTLE TOUGH
Symptom
Reading incorrectly.

Reading static.
Unknown.

Possible Cause
Bad
calibration
caused by old buffer
solution.
Bad phenol red
tablet.
pH
connections
inverted.
Wrong type of pH
card being used for
probe.

Possible Solution
Recalibrate with new/fresh buffer solution.

Repeat phenol red test and recalibrate.
Correct the wiring of pH probe.
Replace pH card with correct card.

Further help
For more help and guidance, please visit http://www.turtletough.com.au/support/ or contact your
sales or service outlet.

TURTLE TOUGH
Certificates and Approvals
CE Approval - Declaration of Conformity
The product meets the legal requirements of the harmonised European
standards. Turtle Tough confirms compliance with the standards by affixing the
CE symbol. Specifically the product complies with the following directives:

Figure 19: CE Logo.

2006/95/EC

The Low Voltage Directive and its amending directives.

2004/108/EC

The Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive and its amending directives.

Waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE)
Commitment to RoHS and WEEE
Turtle Tough is committed to meeting all requirements of the European Union’s (EU) WEEE (Waste
Electrical and Electronic Equipment) and RoHS (short for Directive on the restriction of the use of
certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment) Directives. These directives
require strategies for waste management and product design for the environment for electrical and
electronic equipment sold into EU countries.

Compliance statement WEEE
Turtle Tough is committed to meeting all requirements of the Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment Directive (2002/96/EC).
1. Background
The European Union’s Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive 2012/19/EU, has been
published in issue L197 of the Official Journal on 24 July 2012. There are several obligations imposed
on Turtle Tough as a producer of electrical and electronic equipment. Turtle Tough’s compliance
approach for each of these obligations is provided below.
2. Product Design
Turtle Tough’s products are designed to ensure that all of our equipment can be dismantled and the
components and materials are recoverable.
3. WEEE Marking
All Turtle Tough’s products that are subject to the WEEE directive shipped from
13th August 2005 are compliant with the WEEE marking requirement. Such
products are marked with the “crossed-out wheelie bin” WEEE symbol (shown
right) in accordance with European Standard EN50419.
4. Information for Customers

Figure 20: WEEE Logo.
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According to the requirement of the WEEE legislation the following user information is provided to
customers for all branded Turtle Tough products subject to the WEEE directive. “The symbol on the
product or its packaging indicates that this product must not be disposed of with your other household
waste. Instead, it is your responsibility to dispose of your waste equipment by handing it over to a
designated collection point for the recycling of waste electrical and electronic equipment. The
separate collection and recycling of your waste equipment at the time of disposal will help conserve
natural resources and ensure that it is recycled in a manner that protects human health and the
environment. For more information about where you can drop off your waste for recycling, please
contact your local authority, or where you purchased your product.”
5. Registrations and Reporting
Turtle Tough will fulfill all legal requirements and have registered with the relevant authorities.
Our contractor’s unique registration number is: CB/WE5237GH.
Turtle Tough will ensure that all information required by our compliance scheme will be provided in a
timely manner.
6. WEEE from Private Households
If any of Turtle Tough’s branded products are held by private households then any WEEE can be
recycled via your local collection facilities. Details of these should be obtained from your local
authority.
7. WEEE from users other than Private Households
Turtle Tough will ensure the proper recycling of waste arising from any of its equipment purchased
before 13th August 2005 arising at Turtle Tough’s customers (other than private households) from the
purchase of Turtle Tough branded product on a like-for-like basis. For Turtle Tough products sold after
13th August 2005, Turtle Tough will ensure the proper recycling of waste resulting from those
products arising at the customer’s location within the Australia.
The costs of recycling described above are included in the product price as standard. The costs of
collecting such waste from customers’ premises are not included in Turtle Tough’s standard offer.
However, Turtle Tough can provide a chargeable collection service or addresses where customers can
return their products. All returns must be issued with a Return Material Agreement (RMA) before
customers arrange for delivery of WEEE product.
8. Treatment
In accordance with Australian legislation, Turtle Tough confirm that treatments and recycling of WEEE
done on behalf of Turtle Tough, either by a collective scheme or individually, will be carried out in
accordance with the requirement of the WEEE Directive, including requirements in respect of special
treatment for specific parts and overall recovery rates.
9. Information
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Turtle Tough will provide information on reuse and treatment of each new type of WEEE placed on
the market within one year.
10. Legal
The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. Nothing herein should be
construed as constituting an additional warranty. Turtle Tough shall not be liable for technical or
editorial errors or omissions contained herein.
For further information on the WEEE Directive, please visit:
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/weee/index_en.htm

Compliance statement RoHS
Turtle Tough is committed to meeting or exceeding the requirements of the RoHS directive
(2002/95/EC). The RoHS directive requires that manufacturers eliminate or minimise the use of lead,
mercury, cadmium, hexavalent chromium, polybrominated biphenyls and polybrominated diphenyl
ethers in electrical and electronic equipment sold in the EU after July 1, 2006.
For further information on the RoHS Directive, please visit:
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/rohs_eee/

TURTLE TOUGH
Warranty Statement
Product Warranty
Every Turtle Tough product is thoroughly inspected and tested before leaving the factory and prior to
shipping. In addition to any statutory rights and remedies you may have, Turtle Tough warrants all of
its products against defective workmanship and faulty materials for 12 months from the date of
purchase and undertakes, at its option, to repair or replace, free of charge, each product or part
thereof on condition that:






The complete product is returned to Turtle Tough or one of its authorised service agents, in
person or freight pre-paid by you, and found, on examination, to be suffering from a
manufacturing defect;
The product or relevant part has not been subject to misuse, neglect, or been involved in an
accident; and
The repairs are not required as a result of normal wear and tear.
Damage caused by wear and tear, inadequate maintenance, corrosion, or by the effects of
chemical processes is excluded from this warranty coverage

The above warranty excludes sensors. Turtle tough warrants sensors for six (6) months from the date
of purchase, all other conditions apply. Please note that for sensors, cables must NOT be cut or this
will void the warranty. The cable contains a unique identifier laminated to the cable end, and if this is
removed we have no way of tracing the product. Sensors dying or expiring in the course of use is not
covered by the product warranty. Please see sensor warranty below.

Sensor Warranty
Sensors are a consumable item and as such will deteriorate proportionally to the rate of chemical and
physical exposure. It is not possible to predict the rate of deterioration for a particular process, nor
can we provide a guarantee on sensor life because it is impossible to predict the rate of exposure,
contamination and deterioration. Damage caused by wear and tear, inadequate maintenance,
corrosion, or by the effects of chemical processes is excluded from this warranty coverage.
Our agents or representatives may provide you with a life expectancy guide based on similar
applications; however this in no-way constitutes a warranty of performance and is a general indicator.

Warranty exclusions
The following are not covered by the warranty:
1. Damage to or deterioration of the meter housing.
2. Any unit that has been altered or on which the serial number has been defaced, modified, or
removed.
3. Damage, deterioration or malfunction resulting from:
- Accident, misuse, abuse, or neglect.
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- Failure to follow instructions supplied with the product.
- Any shipment of the product (claims must be presented to the carrier).
- Repair or attempted repair by anyone not authorised by Turtle Tough to repair this product.
- Causes other than product defects, including lack of technical skill, competence or experience of the
user.

TURTLE TOUGH
Life Expectancy Guarantee
For some applications we will offer a minimum life expectancy guarantee. Consult your local agent or
representative for further information. Where a minimum life expectancy is suggested, Turtle Tough
will provide a limited performance warranty based on:







Submission of a complete and accurate application questionnaire prior to purchase, approved
by a Turtle Tough representative.
The sensor must be installed in accordance with our recommended guidelines.
The sensor must be installed on a Turtle Tough TT-MA analyser with data logging capabilities
The sensor has been regularly cleaned and calibrated in accordance with our recommended
schedule (as evidenced by the data logger)
Data logging information is provided by you
Excludes blown pre-amplifiers (preamps). Preamps are electrical devices that are sensitive to
electrostatic discharge. Sensors with preamps are clearly marked and extra care must be taken
when handling these sensors as human contact with the electrical connections can discharge
static to the preamplifier causing it to blow. This will render the product inoperable. Sensors
with preamplifiers undergo additional quality checks prior to shipment to ensure that
preamplifiers are 100% operational upon delivery.

TURTLE TOUGH
Return Goods
For all return goods the following information must be included in the letter accompanying the
returned goods:









Model Code and Serial Number
Original Purchase Order and Date
Length of time in service and description of the process
Description of the fault and circumstances of the failure
Process/environmental conditions that may be related to the failure of the sensor
Statement as to whether warranty or non-warranty service is requested
Complete shipping and billing instructions for return of material, plus the name and phone
number of a contact person that can be reached for further information
Clean Statement Returned goods that have been in contact with process fluids must be
decontaminated and disinfected prior to shipment. Goods should carry a certificate to this
effect, for the health and safety of our employees. Material Safety Data sheets must be
included for all components of the process to which the sensor(s) have been exposed

TURTLE TOUGH
Support
For tech support please contact our head office 1300 781 701 or visit our website
www.turtletough.com.au for information on sensor care, calibration, wiring and installation related
issues.

